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Grand prix of literary associations 

Official Rules and Regulation 

(Improved for the GPLA 2018) 

PREAMBLE 

The Grand prix of literary associations is a contest thought and initiated by Le Club des muses, 
implemented by l’Equipe des Gpal (the GPLA Team). GPLA is the abbreviated form of Grand Prix of 
literary associations. The contest is sponsored by Groupe SABC. 

The GPLA consists in awarding authors on the criteria of their artistry and the educational quality of 
their works. Books are accepted to compete only on the proposal of literary associations or similar 
groups. Three languages are eligible: English, Spanish, and French. 

I- STATUS OF ELIGIBLE ASSOCIATIONS 

1- The GPLA contest is world-widely open for free to any association that can show at least one year 
of existence and provable literary activities. 

2-Proves of legal existence might be required from associations. 

3-As an association, Le Club des muses is not allowed to compete for the GPLA, since the Club has itself 
created the contest; however, a book written by a member of the Muses Club can be preselected by 
the endorsement of any other association.    

II- CATEGORIES OPEN TO ASSOCIATIONS 

4-Associations can apply by preselecting works in two categories: 

a) The Research Category: open to essays and research works; 

b) The Belles-lettres Category: open to novels, drama, poetry and short stories. 

III-THE MEMORY GRAND PRIX  

5-The Memory Grand prix honours posthumously an immortal icon of Literature. 

6-The Memory Grand prix is rated out of competition. 

7-The Memory Grand prix is awarded by the President of the Jury, on the proposal of the GPLA Team. 

8-The Memory Grand prix is hand-given to the legal copyright holder of the laureate during the GPLA 
annual ceremony, or to his representative. 
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IV-TERMS OF THE COMPETITIONS OPEN TO ASSOCIATIONS 

9-Associations can apply to the contest by preselecting two books, not more, especially one in each 
category (Research and Belles-lettres).   

10-Associations cannot propose an author who is a member of their affiliation, unless authorized by 
the GPLA Team after a special case study. 

11-Each proposal to the Jury is made of a copy of the work preselected, accompanied by a pitch of 
three typed pages at most, preferably Word format: Front Times new roman, size 12, spacing 1.5 

12- Preselected works ought to have been published during the latest eighteen months before the 
launch of the competition, or possibly before the list of preselected books is made public. 

13-Books can be sent to the GPLA Team trough postal services or similar ways, or hand-given to a 
member of the Team against a receipt if deemed necessary by the applicant. 

V- THE PRESORT COMMISSION 

14-The Presort commission is made of several members from the GPLA Team and optionally some 
representatives of the awarded associations of the previous edition. 

15-The Presort commission is in charge of reading the preselected works. 

16-The Presort commission is responsible to release a list of the selected works.  

17-The list of the selected works is the shortlist; it’s made of at least six works, especially three books 
chosen in each category, which will be acquired in sufficient quantity of copies to be dispatched to the 
members of the Jury. 

VI- ABOUT THE GPLA CONTEST JURY 

18-The GPLA contest Jury is made of at least nine members.  

19-The members of the Jury are supposed to be unknown as such to each other. 

20- Se requiere que los miembros de Jurado trabajen por separado hasta la ceremonia de premios, 
donde serán revelados al público. 

21-Exceptionally, the President of the Jury will be revealed through the media with the publishing of 
the shortlist of the nominated books. However, other members of the Jury will be unknown to him 
until the awards ceremony. 

22-The members of the Jury are discreetly chosen by the GPLA Team amongst well-known persons of 
the literary milieu, but also amongst amateurs or professionals of literary activities.  

23-The members of the Jury are chosen for one single edition and cannot exercise in two consecutive 
GPLA contest. 

24-The GPLA Team will collect the evaluation forms from the Jury members and identify the results 
with the President. The results will not however be made public before the awards ceremony. 
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25-In case of proven cooperation amongst the jurors, or between some member(s) of the Jury and 
some competing author(s), the GPLA Team may decide not to consider the unfair votes. 

VII- PRESELECTED BOOKS, NOMINEES, RECLASSIFIED 

26-Preselected books are works which have been proposed to the GPLA Jury by applicant associations. 

27-Amongst the preselected books, the Presort commission (constituted as postulated in the 
fourteenth point), is in charge of choosing the Nominees. 

28-The shortlist must be composed of at least six books, as stated above in the point 14, with a possible 
increase of one Reclassified in each of both categories. 

29-A Reclassified book is a book that has been recovered from those eliminated by the Presort 
commission. That recovering can be possible on individual demand of three jurors. However, that 
request will become imperative only if approved by at least three other members of the Jury, 
respectively consulted on that purpose by the GPLA Team. 

30-The Reclassified books will be assessed by all members of the Jury, alongside the Nominated works 
brought to their consideration by the Presort commission. 

31- GPLA nominees will be announced by the media no later than 21 days before the awards ceremony. 

32-In case there would be reclassified works at the request of the Jury, under the conditions described 
above, those books will also be included with equal opportunity in the list of Nominees initially planned 
by the Presort commission. 

VIII- GENERAL CONDITIONS 

33-The GPLA Team is responsible for the management and the organization of the awards ceremony. 

34-The laureates (authors and associations) will not be allowed to compete in the year following their 
consecration, but might instead be solicited as partners or consultants to accompany the GPLA Team 
in conducting the next edition. 

35-Any laureate who will have been awarded three times the Researh Grand prix will be inducted the 
prestigious title of Magistral, and will no longer compete for the GPLA contest. 

36-Any laureate who will have been awarded three times the Belles-lettres Grand prix will be 
enthroned Prince des Belles, and will no longer compete for the GPLA contest. In case the author so 
honoured is a lady, she would be called Reine des Lettres.  

37- These rules and regulation shall be made available to relevant authorities, as well as partners of 
the GPLA contest, postulants and associations. 

38- Entrants to GPLA contest undertake to comply with these rules and regulation. 

39- The Muses Club reserves the right to improve the text of this regulation in case of deficiencies 
found, in accordance with the manner of legislation prescribed by its statutes.   


